Robotic Pill for Biomarker and Fluid Sampling in the Gastrointestinal Tract
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Abstract

Developing on-site biomarker enrichment platforms could help to improve the diagnosis of gastrointestinal (GI) tract diseases at early stages. Medical procedures, such as colonoscopies and imaging techniques, are used to diagnose disease, but are not easily accessible for repeat measurements. In the other hand, liquid biopsies, e.g., blood, urine, or fecal samples, have become important sampling strategies to identify health concerns. Herein, a robotic pill is designed for collecting relevant biomarkers from the GI over prolonged sampling periods. The robotic pill comprises a magnetic core for locomotion, a delayed gate mechanism that controls sampling location based on changes in its environment, and an enrichment module that traps biomarkers in an absorbent matrix while enabling biofluid to pass through the chamber. The robotic pill was capable of directed locomotion in complex environments and docking in a targeted region against fluid flow. Utilization of an untethered robotic sampling system could provide a tool to investigate aspects of disease initiation and progression for early diagnosis and therapy monitoring.

ToC Figure
Introduction

Health relevant information is coded in circulating signatures or biomarkers, such as the secretome, exosomes, nucleic acids, bacteria, and other markers for health.\cite{HayBurgess2006,Giljohann2009,Yuan2019} The collection and analysis of such signatures can serve as an early sign of disease initiation and its progression through repeated sampling.\cite{Sinawang2021,Smith2002,Ransohoff2004,Ozen2020} Nevertheless, it remains a challenge to isolate or sample biomarkers from regions of the body with limited accessibility, such as the gastrointestinal tract, which is more than 30 feet in length in total.\cite{Cummins2017,Badreddine2008} To gain access to these challenging locations, invasive medical procedures, such as surgery, biopsies, and colonoscopies, are required to extract information, limiting the repeatability of such measurements.\cite{Washabau2010,Lhewa2012,Ciuti2020} These techniques involve trained practitioners, expensive instruments, and specialized facilities, making them hard to expand to a large population. On the other hand, minimally invasive approaches can also be used for sampling biomarkers.\cite{Tang2020} For instance, liquid biopsy is a standard approach to obtain a snapshot of the signature pool from biofluids (blood, urine, or stool samples).\cite{Saini2018,Wu2020} Although useful, liquid biopsy frequently provides indirect data that is averaged across the sample that is not specific to a particular region of the body. Smart pills have been deployed as a method to sample cavities inside the body.\cite{Yim2014,Cummins2021,Mandsberg2020,Iddan2000,Min2019,Steiger2018} For instance, microfluidic chips,\cite{Mimee2018,Qiao2016,Nemiroski2015} osmotic gradients,\cite{RezaeiNejad2019} and passive absorption\cite{Waimin2020,Rios-Morales2021,Chen2020} have been deployed to collect biomarkers in the GI tract. Previous pill-based approaches are designed to focus on imaging of the GI tract\cite{Iddan2000} or have active electrical components,\cite{Schostek2016} and here we focus on capturing low abundance biomarkers via a simple. The ability to isolate biomarkers within localized environments and specificity could help discover novel early disease signals and monitor health status by allowing the generation of comprehensive datasets encompassing the shift from healthy to disease states and vice versa.

Herein, the use of a robotic pill platform is presented for enhanced collection and isolation of biomarkers.
The robotic pill comprises three modular compartments with spatially resolved zones for different features, including sampling, delayed opening of the sampling gate, locomotion, and retention of the robotic pill in predetermined regions. The integration of these capabilities would assist in prolonged sampling at a target site, resulting in the capture of a sufficient quantity of GI biomarkers required to provide a sampling. The proposed approach could eventually result in a complementary sampling tool for routine gastric measurements in the clinical practice towards disease early detection and monitoring.

Results and Discussion

The robotic pill comprised three modular compartments each designed for unique purposes as shown in Figure 2a, including the use of (i) three sampling modules that allow the collection of different biomarkers in an absorbent trapping matrix while letting the biofluid pass through it, (ii) a porous membrane that enables the exclusion of larger objects (> 5 μm) in the collection chamber and (iii) a magnetic core embedded in the structure that aims to provide directed locomotion and retention of the robotic pill potentially at targeted regions of the body. The robotic pill prototype was fabricated using a laser cutter to cut optically clear and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sheets (1.5-mm thick) into the pill shape with space for placing a 3-mm neodymium magnet and three rectangular collection chambers (3 x 2 mm, 9 μL per chamber). The plastic backbone provides mechanical stability to the pill structure and holds the absorbent material in the collection chamber. A double-sided adhesive film was cut in the shape of the robotic pill backbone and used to adhere a polycarbonate membrane with 5 μm pores to the plastic backbone. Sodium polyacrylate powder (absorbent) was placed in the collection chamber before sealing the collection chambers on both sides using the polymeric membrane. (Figure S1). Integrating absorption, delayed opening of the collection chamber, and docking control into a single device could potentially enable the isolation of biomarkers within the hard-to-access regions of the body, as shown in schematic illustrating the retention of a robotic pill in the small intestine through magnetic retention (Figure 2b). In addition, the pill was designed to be comparable to FDA-approved ingestible device standards, as its measurements are 16 mm in length, 6 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in thickness. (Sayeed, 2015) (Figure 2c). The sampling capability of the pill is illustrated by Figure 2d, where the photographs show a robotic pill before (top) and after (bottom) immersion (5 min) in water colored in blue dye, where each of the three collection chambers retained the liquid captured by the absorbent material.

The robotic pill collection chambers are designed to entrap biomarkers within an absorbent polymeric matrix while enabling fluid to permeate through it. The sodium polyacrylate enclosed between the porous membranes absorbs an aqueous solution that permeates through the membrane. The hydrogen bond interactions between the carboxylic groups of the absorbent material and the surrounding water molecules results in the expansion of the polymeric matrix and the untangling of the polymeric chains, creating swelling as liquid is absorbed (Figure 3a). (Liu et al., 2019) The absorbent matrix dynamically increases biomarker retention in the device, while fluid permeates through the collection chamber. The resulting expansion and swelling enable the physical entrapment of biomarkers in between the swollen hydrogel’s matrix. Instead, without the use of the hydrogel matrix, both the liquid and biomarkers would leak freely. The dry absorbent powder can expand rapidly (~10 sec) to form a large hydrogel matrix, as shown in Figure S2 and Video S1.


The swelling behavior can be attributed to competing interactions between the ions present in the gastric simulant and water molecules with the polymeric backbone of the absorbent material. The material’s
absorption property was evaluated by measuring the mass swelling capacity, that translates to the amount of fluid contained per gram of absorbent material (Figure S3). For instance, the absorbent material captured 45.97 ± 1.71 g of DI water/g absorbent, 44.62 g/g ± 0.85 of buffer solution and, 34.90 g/g ± 1.99 of gastric simulant. The absorbent material is hydrophilic, hence it quickly interacts with the water molecules in aqueous solutions. This interaction results in the expansion of the coiled network of the polymer, and consequent swelling (Figure 3a). The polymer-solvent interactions can then be tuned based on the solution properties, such as ionic strength or pH, that will determine the solvent quality, water/polymer interactions, and consequent swelling/de-swelling behavior. This phenomenon can be employed to provide reversible de-swelling of the absorbent matrix by placing the fully swollen hydrogel matrix in a high concentration of

Figure 2: Robotic pill for sampling body cavities. a) Scheme of robotic pill illustrating main components including i) an absorbent material to capture biomarkers and biofluids, ii) a pH-sensitive porous membrane and iii) a magnetic core that enables navigation and retention. b) Scheme illustrating docking of the robotic pill within the intestines in the presence of an external magnetic field. c) Photograph illustrating the actual size of the robotic pill. (16 x 6 x 1.5 mm) d) Photograph illustrating sampling liquid solution using a robotic pill, the top image illustrates dry robotic pill and bottom the same robotic pill after 1-minute incubation in a blue dye solution.
specific ions (e.g., Na+ or Ca2+), as illustrated in Figure S4. The osmotic pressure caused by ions in solution leads to a shift in water molecules toward the more hypertonic environment, leaving the polymeric chains free to coil back to their original position, resulting in hydrogel de-swelling, and heightened biomarker release.(Liu et al., 2019)

To demonstrate that liquid-based biomarkers are specifically contained within the absorption matrix, the specific contribution of each component of the robotic pill to biomarker uptake was evaluated. Fully-assembled robotic pills were incubated for one hour in a solution containing 2 μm beads under constant shaking. Following the incubation, the pills were disassembled into their components, and the capture contribution of each component was analyzed by measuring the number of beads recovered from each separate robotic pill component, including (i) a negative control pill incubated without beads, (ii) the plastic backbone, (iii) porous membrane, and (iv) absorbent material, as shown in Figure 3b. These measurements indicate that the absorbent material provides a larger number of beads trapped (113 ± 29) when compared to the plastic backbone (6 ± 3), and porous membranes (20 ± 4) (Figure 3c). The sum of all beads recovered by the different pill components represents a capture yield of 29.8 percent from stock solution. In addition, the
release of the microbeads was assisted using a 2M CaCl₂ solution that helped to deswell the gel and release the trapped particles. We should note that this release method would help accelerate processing time but could affect biological targets viability after release. **Figure S5** illustrates the colorimetric quantification of the recovered bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein captured overnight by a pill collector under different recovery protocols, including i) placing the absorbent material in a 2M CaCl₂ solution and shaking for 30 min, and i) placing the absorbent material in a PBS solution and shaking for 30 min. Although both batches were incubated following the same protocol, the presence of a salt-rich environment promoted precipitation of the recovered protein affecting the analytical measurement compared to the use of buffer solution. Thus, the recovery method can be tailored for a different type of biomarkers.

The robotic pill was also evaluated for the capture of motile bacteria. The expansion of the absorbent material can serve to trap the bacteria within the three-dimensional porous polymer matrix, (Di Giacomo et al., 2017; Bhattacharjee and Datta, 2019) retaining them in the structure under a moist environment, as shown in the scheme in **Figure 3d** and **Video S2**.

Rich media available at [https://youtu.be/XyDU-s8ca_g](https://youtu.be/XyDU-s8ca_g)

The robotic pill was incubated for one hour in a solution containing E. coli at a starting OD₆₀₀ of 1.48 ± 0.04 (n=3), indicating high turbidity and bacteria quantity. After incubation, the absorbent material inside the robotic pill was transferred to a solution containing growth media and was measured every hour to evaluate its growth (**Figure 3e**). A control study was performed incubating a robotic pill in growth media without bacteria to test for contamination. After 6 hours, the control robotic pill presented a background OD₆₀₀ of 0.05 ± 0.003 when compared to 0.67 ± 0.03 for the pill incubated with bacteria, illustrating the ability for the pill collector to trap and retain living bacteria (**Figure 3f**).

The porous membrane of the robotic pill was coated with polymeric enteric-alike coating, (poly(meth)acrylate), which dissolves under physiological environmental pH conditions found in certain locations in the GI tract, thus enabling the enrichment module to open in the GI tract rather than in the stomach. (Xiong et al., 2020; Li et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2019; Soto et al., 2021) A table of pH values at various locations at the stomach and GI tract is presented in Table 1. (Evans et al., 1988)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gastrointestinal Region</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>1.0-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal small intestine</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal ileum</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caecum</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mean pH levels in the gastrointestinal tract sections from normal subjects. (Evans et al., 1988)

The coated porous membrane was used to mimic the enteric coating of the GI tract. In this experiment, it contained fluorescent dye to more easily evaluate the selective opening of the coated pores in gastric and intestinal model fluids. **Figure 4a** shows images of the porous membrane in the following conditions, i) without coating, ii) filled with an enteric coating containing a fluorescent dye, iii) filled with fluorescent enteric coating after one-hour incubation in gastric simulant (pH 2.0) and, iv) filled with fluorescent enteric coating after one-hour incubation in buffer (pH 7.4). The coated membrane immersed in gastric simulant (low pH) maintained the polymeric coating blocking the pores, while the enteric-coated membrane submerged in buffer solution (neutral pH) dissolved, **Figure 4b**. The ability to delay the sampling of the robotic pill was evaluated by incubating the coated pill in a fluorescent solution. In this case, the enteric coating was not loaded with the fluorescent dye; thus, the signal obtained was related to the captured solution. **Figure 4c**
Figure 4: pH-sensitive opening of collection chamber in the robotic pill. a) Scheme, bright field, and fluorescent images of membrane pores of the robotic pill, i) without coating, ii) filled with an pH sensitive enteric coating containing a fluorescent dye, iii) filled with fluorescent enteric coating after one-hour incubation in gastric simulant (pH 2) and, iv) filled with fluorescent enteric coating after one-hour incubation in buffer (pH 7.4). Scale bar: 75 μm. The enteric coating contains fluorescent green dye for contrast. Scale bar: 50 μm. b) Quantification of fluorescent intensity in b (n=10). c) Photographs under fluorescent light showing the comparison of absorbent-loaded robotic pills i) with coating and ii) without coating after sequential incubation in acidic pH and neutral pH solutions containing fluorescent dye solution. Scale bar: 5 mm e) Quantification of fluorescent intensity in d (n=9).

displays photographs under fluorescent light of i) a robotic pill with no coating and ii) a coated robotic pill after one-hour incubation in gastric simulant with fluorescent dye and after the subsequent incubation of the same pill in buffer media. The non-coated porous membrane pill absorbed the media during incubation in the acidic solution. Conversely, the coated porous membrane presented limited absorption after incubation in acidic medium and full absorption at physiological pH, as shown in Figure 4d. These results indicate the potential of the robotic pill to selectively open its collection chamber in the intestine rather than in the stomach, thus avoiding contamination with stomach biomarkers.

The robotic pill was capable of directed locomotion in complex environments. When placed in the presence of an external magnetic field, the magnetic core embedded in the robotic pill can apply torque force to the whole pill structure to reorient according to the magnetic field lines from the external actuator (Figure 5a). This behavior can actuate the robotic pill in a walking propulsion mechanism, as shown in Figure 5b. The robotic pill is rotated along its longitudinal axis, producing displacement by each magnetic field turn. (Tu and Gao, 2020; Hu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022; Sayed et al., 2022; Kosa and Hunziker, 2019) The robotic pill can be guided through predetermined paths, as illustrated in Figure 5c, which shows the
overlap of multiple images taken from Video S3.

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/H4MXTZ6F3nk

This locomotion mechanism can be used to navigate the structure over complex and uneven routes. For instance, Figure 5d and Video S4 rocks show the overlap of a pill’s trajectory moving in an uneven terrain composed of randomly dispersed small rocks. If the robotic pill was dragged by a magnetic attraction, it would get stuck in the uneven surface of the terrain; thus, the walking propulsion mode enables it to avoid lodging in between the rocks, roughly imitating the crevices found within the GI tract.

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/wAzv8wAG188

The robotic pill locomotion was also tested over an obstacle course containing a ramp and two elevated platforms separated by a small gap. The robotic pill was guided to go up the ramp at different elevation. (Figure 5e and Video S5).

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/01cdeCn6F00

The actuation response of the robotic pill over biological samples was demonstrated by making it walk over a 20 mm thick belly strip, indicating the ability to actuate the robotic pill across tissues (Figure 5f and Video S6).

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/rXAUWH4eS-Y

The robotic pill design can also perform more complex tasks apart from simple locomotion. This is illustrated in Figure 5g and Video S7 where the robotic pill showed transport and reorganization of three cubes by pushing them in predetermined locations.

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/j7e7Ck3ZNg0

Moreover, multiple robotic pills can be actuated at the same time and be assembled into larger structures, Figure 5h and Video S8. Here four identical but separate robotic pills were assembled into a single larger structure, indicating the possibility of creating larger modular structures by assembling building blocks of individual robotic pills with different functions such as coatings, pore sizes or targets.

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/KdRE5aDJRM

The ability of the pill to dock for increased time in a target region of the GI would improve the sampling of locally generated biomarkers. (Iacovacci et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Soto et al., 2020; Laulicht et al., 2011)

The retention and docking abilities of the robotic pill were evaluated under constant fluid flow in both a small intestine tubing model and a porcine small intestine.

Figure 6a illustrates a scheme and photographs of a robotic pill, passing through a plastic GI model under a flow of 7.2 liters per min, i) without a magnetic field, and ii) with a magnetic field. Figures 6b and 6c illustrate the displacement and speed of the robotic pill under each condition (magnetic field vs no magnetic field), demonstrating that the robotic pill can be docked in a specific location and retain at the target location through magnetic force (Video S9).
Moreover, the pill can be reoriented in different positions even in active flow (Figure 5d) and move against flow to reposition to a desired location against flow (Figure S6 and Video S10).

Rich media available at https://youtu.be/tHJ71VV3XfI

Finally, the retention capabilities of the robotic pill were tested using a real porcine intestine model, Figure 6e. A schematic of the robotic pill being docked in a section of the intestine by interaction with a magnetic field is demonstrated by Figure 6f. The robotic pill was small enough to travel through the intestine and be retained at specific locations, as illustrated by Figure 6g. The dynamic retention of the robotic pill using the porcine intestine model was also evaluated under constant fluid flow, where the intestine was connected to a mechanical pump and subjected to continuous fluid flow (Figure S7). The pill docked at the region next to the magnetic field for minimum half an hour of constant flow (7.2 liter per min). The pills were also capable of changing position under magnetic guidance, as shown in Figure 6h. We note that the robotic pill can deform the tissue while being dragged toward the permanent magnet, but it did not generate any tearing or leakage. The ability of the pill to dock at a specific location potentially provides a platform for long-term sampling inside the body.
Figure 5: Locomotion of robotic pill. a) Photograph of the pill illustrating the inner magnetic field direction (M). b) Scheme and photograph of the walking locomotion mechanism based on the response to an external magnetic field (H). c) Time-lapse image of directed locomotion of a pill. d) Locomotion of a robotic pill through rough terrain composed of small rocks. e) Robotic pill locomotion through an obstacle course containing ramps and two elevated platforms separated by a gap. f) Locomotion of a robotic pill over a pork belly strip. g) Time lapse images (i-vi) of robotic pill to transport and rearrange small cubes. h) Simultaneous actuation of four robotic pills and their assembly into a larger structure. Scale bar: 5 mm.
Figure 6: **Figure 5.** Docking of robotic pill at a target location under flow conditions. a) Scheme and photographs of pill being held in one position in a small intestine tube model under flow conditions (i) without and (ii) with an external magnetic field. b) Displacement and c) speed quantification of robotic pill, under i) no magnetic field, ii) magnetic field under constant fluid flow in the small intestine tubing model. d) Photographs illustrating different orientations of a pill by rotating the external magnetic field. e) Photograph illustrating robotic pill next to a porcine small intestine for scale. f) Photograph scheme illustrating the use of an external magnetic field to localize the robotic pill in a specific small intestine location. g) Photograph of a robotic pill inside the intestine. h) Photograph of robotic pill being transported and docked in a specific location within a small intestine during active fluid flow. Scale bars: 5 mm.
Conclusion

In this work, a robotic pill was evaluated as a proof-of-concept biomarker sampling platform. The robotic pill was fabricated by incorporating simple materials commonly used in medical applications (e.g., PMMA, porous membranes, sodium polyacrylate). Experiments were performed to evaluate the robotic pill’s ability to entrap microparticles, proteins, and bacteria as model target collectable biomarkers. Moreover, the delayed opening of the collection chamber was achieved by coating the porous membrane with an enteric like coating which was shown to delay collection in acidic environments while opening in subsequent incubation in physiological pH environments. The robust robotic locomotion, guidance in complex environments and docking for a prolonged time in a porcine intestine model under constant flow was also demonstrated.

There are still aspects that can be enhanced within the current platform. For example, the continuous sampling provided by this design increases the possibility of cross contamination with other regions of the GI compared to other methods that collect fluid at one timepoint and keep their collection chamber sealed off. This device can be fabricated inexpensively when compared to other more robust robotic pills which integrate electronic or moving components. Therefore, our proposed model could be used to explore and sample low-abundance biomarkers in resource-limited environments, owing to its simple design and relatively inexpensive cost. For instance, the pill contents could be evaluated with downstream omics and colorimetric assays, moving this technology towards improved biomarker sampling.

In the next phase, the robotic pill control system will be integrated with automated guidance and imaging providing a higher degree of control and data collection. Moreover, we plan to study other relevant biomarkers, such as extracellular vesicles and the gut biome. We expect that the robotic pill collector would not present any risk to the user, as its small size and shape have been widely used in other ingestible imaging pills. (Steiger et al., 2018) The principles outlined by this work could provide the foundation for a rapidly adaptable platform capable of isolating signatures for disease detection at early stages and therapy monitoring at later stages.

Experimental Section/Methods

Robotic Pill Fabrication: The robotic pill was fabricated by integrating several components, including: (1) a 1.5 mm laser cut optically clear cast acrylic sheet (Mcaster-carr) as a rigid backbone, (2) a 5 μm cyclopore polycarbonate membrane (Whatman) manually cut from 1.5 mm plastic sheet adhered to the rigid backbone using a double-sided adhesive medical (ARcare@90445, Adhesives Research) tape with the shape of the rigid backbone, (3) a cylindrical neodymium magnet 3 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in thickness (K&J Magnetics, 6451 Gauss) and (4) sodium polyacrylate (Caroline biological supply) as the absorbent materials.

Quantifying the microparticle, protein, and bacteria uptake of the pill: The material’s absorption was characterized by adding 500 μL of water, phosphate buffer saline (PBS), and gastric simulant to 10 mg of dry absorbent powder. The powder absorbed the solution and was weighed to measure the captured solution and compared to the original weight of the added solution (500 μg) for normalization. To evaluate the capture contribution of each of the pill’s components, the robotic pill was incubated in a 1 mL solution containing 2 μm microbeads (Spherotech, 465 ± 57 particles/μL). After incubation, the different parts of the robotic pill (rigid backbone, membrane, absorbent material) were placed in a 1 mL solution and gently rotated for 15 min. 1 μL of the supernatant was pipetted onto a glass slide. The collection capability was analyzed by measuring the number of particles in the 200 × 200 μm2 area located at the center of each droplet using brightfield microscopy, and quantified using the ImageJ count function.
For protein analysis, the robotic pill was incubated overnight in 1% BSA solution in PBS. After collection, the absorbent material was removed from the robotic pill structure and placed inside a container with either PBS or 2M CaCl2. The amount of protein released from the absorbent material was quantified using microBCA (Pierce) using the microplate standard protocol with the samples at a 1:10 dilution. Similarly, to quantify bacterial uptake, the robotic pill was incubated with E. coli (ATCC, 25922GFP) at a starting concentration of ~1.5 OD600 for an hour under shaking conditions. The three absorbent gel matrixes were removed from the pill collector, and each placed in separate 2 ml of growth media for evaluating growth. 200 μL was removed from each tube every hour for 8 hours to quantify bacterial growth as measured using OD600.

Evaluating the effects of coating the pill membrane: The porous membrane was coated with a EUDRAGIT® L 100-55 (Evonik) using manufacturers protocols and drop cast over a porous membrane containing a plastic adhesive in the shape of the robotic pill. The borders of the adhesive layer help to contain the enteric solution in place. The material was left to dry overnight before use. UV green dye (Bitspower) was used to provide contrast in the evaluation of the presence of enteric coating in the porous membrane after incubation and as an indicator captured solution. The membranes and pills were placed in either simulated gastric fluid simulant (Ricca) or buffer solution.

Demonstrating pill locomotion using an external magnetic field: A 1.5-inch square neodymium magnet (K&J Magnetics) was placed 20 mm below a table substrate supporting the robotic pill to induce locomotion. The magnetic field strength was measured at different distances from the surface of the magnet by a handheld digital teslameter (TD8620, Tunkia) as shown in Figure S8. The magnet was rotated manually to cause the rotation of the robotic pill. The robotic pill was forced to walk across small stones (<10 mm) and an inch thick porcine belly strip (bought at the local supermarket). For fluidic experiments, either a one-inch diameter plastic tube or porcine intestine (bought at the local market) were connected to a fountain pump to generate a closed-loop fluidic system. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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